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INTRODUCTION AND HOW DID I START 

 

 

 

 

Hello my name is 

Sriyukti, I am a 

grade 5 student in 

Washington, USA. 

 

 

 

 

It all started when I was in 4th grade. My teacher 

Mr. Julian Cortes was explaining about 

endangered animals and the white rhinos were 

one on them. So that day I decided to continue 

research about animals and my most important 

project was the African white rhinos. 
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MY RESEARCH AND MEETING DR.PARIS 

 

 

That night I was thinking about a lemonade stand 

in the summer. The next morning I was going 

through different research directors all around the 

world who protect white rhinos. Soon I saw 

Dr.Paris' name and I immediately contacted her 

through email.  
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MY ACTIVITIES AND A HOPE TO SAVE WHITE 

RHINOS 

 It took us a while to finish planning and printing 

out some permission slips, but soon the day was 

here. 

 
It was my first lemonade stand, a lot of people 

didn't want lemonade but were still interested to 

find out about the white rhinos. My first stand 

was a success and encouraged me to do more. 

……after nearly 6 hours, we achieved great 

pleasure of talking to numerous athletes and very 

interested people. A near 100 people visited the 

stand and enquired about the white rhinos. 
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This encouraged us to do one more drive to collect 

donations for saving White Rhino. This time we 

did it a Hindu Temple. 
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THE RESULTS 

Here are some interesting facts about my work: 

• Over 100 people visited and asked me 

questions about white rhino 

• Even if every person spoke to 10 friends 

about white Rhinos, I am happy 1000 people 

know about White Rhinos today!! 

• Nearly all of them contributed from $1-$20 

for a glass of lemonade that could help save 

White Rhinos 

• I got $ 90 on day one. It also taught me how 

we should value money and save it for good 

things in life 

• The 2nd stand was in Hindu Indian Temple  

•  I collected $ 140 and my dad promised to 

contribute equal amount. So I will be 

contributing $ 280 for saving White Rhinos. 

 

I hope with this quick story I inspired you. And 

for animal lovers like me; I hope saving the 

white rhinos will be your most important 

accomplishment. You could save white rhinos 

as well!! 
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I especially thank... 

• Dr. Paris for her work on saving White 

Rhinos 

• Mr. Julian Cortes to inspire a thought 

• All those who enquired and contributed to 

the fund 

• My parents for encouragement 

• Most of all the precious white rhinos for 

letting me help protect their very unexpected 

future 

 

“…Serving humans is serving god, 

But saving an animal can be serving humans….”  

 

Adapted from a Sanskrit saying “manava seva ye, 

madhava seva” 

 


